
:ear Larry, 

I read two two CIA wire-service vereions of .:ou Pa1mer's -tory on the :al.:Awl-Clark citizens' coraaittee after super. It is one of those things Alen; one is 	;or-.y to have been right. :but it was as predictable as pushing buttons. I was writing GOD?, which :.ees.rod condensed (:?) as 	when that was hapeniago, I referred to that Connie ion dr, a flock: of capons who tried to crow 1.1.4e tough cocks but would barely surdmon a ron2.ctLele cackle. (One who took the lead and is not mentioned in Palmer' a stuff on the wire is Conyers.. guess he was leading as long as there were headlines.) 

At that tine there was no mention of a staff. Great that they had •one. If they i lz.Lve the courage to do a bit more than leak some of their work. They could print that thing-for-. relatively little. I'd. be glad to sho4 them how to save all tyiJesotCing coats, if ;..-ou 'mow any of them and they have the backbone. 

The Times story says it got a copy of the final three-volume draft. Aside f ron this it says little the wire version (I presume condensed) doesn't say under Falterea 

rill version:314.2s the obvious inspiration, the thing that was the dead give--stogy to 'ine-thatiiamethri , orellaci to Zia j> it 'first theloBr'raid. onxthose same headquarters ane. the trashing and robbing and second that nothing of the sort dared be undertaken once the civil-rights act was passed without the at least tacit underl':.tand 'hoover wanted it. 
As a matter of fact, if I correctly remember my reading of the federal -:rand-jury-report, there routine a considerable overstatomnt in the concession at one shot was fired by the besieged. 	;,ost that can be said ;te that one shor night have bowl fired from the shotgun loaded with a deer slug. Isut by whom it was fired and, in fact, if it was really fired, wars by no means certain. 

• It has be :m is long time since I read that dederal report. I marked it then. I an not certain that today I'd recognise • the purpose of marking it at each and every peint. But if any black writer over gets the gumption to go into this and other such cases, I'll be glad to help. This will not extend to the fflailin; of single-copies files, like thet g. j. report and some clipoings 

One of the discouragemonts has been the refusal of any blacks to interest the uselvos in any other than headline and rhetorical wayri. By now it is more than obvious that there was a helluva boots in this and it could have been out Ion.; ago. 	 have te:-n. But the situation ::a:3 al:aowt come.: to the point .,:here nay black thinks he maintLans his self-respect and discharges his responsibilities in full if he says, "Whitey did. it." That iu the end. It answ.re 

liven the Howard professor pres:nted so bravely in one of the accounts. Y. ha Iv experiences.  with that law school long, 	ago. The local 1-4.1,ALT head, a bright young 	wan tuned on by the first art of COUP, He returned to :toward to take his law deca-eo. do askel', what he could do. I said got some members of the faculty to handle some 'Freedom of Information suits for :ae on this stuff. no phoned back to say that none would. Later, after refusin::: to' • for a long time, going back to before the 1968 election, .:Aid filed the one on the ring matirial.for 	- 

And having h, an! nothing of it with lacindionst no much in the Rows, I'm dejected by today's AA committee testimony, on which I was not consulted- lalthouji i have every reason to presume ny cases were the subject of the testimony). If the documented, slashing-attack that should and could have been made was, I can't conceive of not having heard a sorts of it on the radio, to '..hitch i  listened for two hours while -working outside this p.n, with a.m. testimony. You know part of what is beyond question. In the topical context and -„ith the forum of a committee, do have to tell you what kind of news could have be.:21 grnerated`i 

I don't hit 'em all right. I misjudged. reaction to the iiixon bus:dna-  speech, although 



I correctly forecast exactly what he would and would not say. When only. the. capon again pretend to cackle.... 

The liampton-Ulark case deserved and belongs in a larger context. There were.:other, similar affairs at close to the sane time. Jackson, hew Orleans, etc. 

As I think I told your  I tried with Palmer and DeZutter and found no interest. No single black reporter has interviewed me on my hing work. Only one black show has aired me, and that for 5 minutes. Just today, more than a year after the book app.rmi and when it dew", I finally got a reaction frost W201A0CV in Washington, for a next-month's appearance. With n crooked published and a dead book that will be real profitable. I'll be out my 
travel expenses and can't make an'thing on it. But hoe the hell can I say no? 

Anyway, don't do to trouble on 	If the stories as they app urea in the paper are more complete than as on the wire, I'd like them. for file copies only, on the chanee that at sone tine either and established black ,sriter will feel his balls or a yon one will feel his bled and I can then help better. 

if I sound. discouraged, I an and I'm tired. ut it n,:ver lasts long. 

nest, 


